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One (Earth) Day at a Time
By Nancy Zavada
Today is Earth Day and with it comes the annual call to
action and an opportunity to make a difference. You
may be volunteering with park cleaning, recycling,
educating youth or other special activities to recognize
the day. Or it may be a day to stop and reflect on what

Be a Hero: Make a
Difference on Earth Day

has been accomplished during the last 12 months. For
instance, what new sustainability initiatives were
implemented last year and what obstacles were
encountered?
Let me guess. Was one of those obstacles the
impression sustainable events cost more?

Earth Day is a great time to
reflect on your sustainability
accomplishments and set
bold plans for the future. If
you are making big changes
or small, every step you
take makes you a hero both
for your organization and the
world.

I thought so. It may have even stopped you in your
tracks, right?
Before you believe it, consider these facts:
Unitarian Universalist Association selects
destinations for their annual General Assembly
that have easily and closely accessible venue
and hotel packages. This has allowed them to
eliminate shuttles since 2008, avoiding a budget
expense of approximately $80,000/yr.
Oracle’s Global Green Meeting Program
promotes basic sustainable practices at small,
half and singleday meetings. Since 2011 simple
steps like providing digital kits, reusing signs and
name badges and eliminating bottled water have
avoided just over one million USD in extra costs
across 3,850 global meetings.
A predominate health care organization made
waste reduction a primary focus. Less printing
and handling of materials saved $220K.

Easy Carbon Calculator for
Events
Here's what the press has to
say about our easy way to
calculate, understand and
become accountable for your
event carbon footprint.

Amazing, right?
Agreed. We started GreenStorming all of the
possibilities at a recent meeting. The costsaving and
revenueproducing opportunities are so readily
available and underutilized, and the discussion was so
valuable and dynamic, we decided to go public on a
Google Hangout.
Shawna McKinley, Sandra Wood and I share our ideas,
tips and insight in this short video which we offer up as
a little Earth Day education. Watch from the best seat

Sustainable Events and

in the house (yours) without producing a single carbon
emission!

Your Corporate Event
Marketing Group
Find out how to enroll your
team.
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